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and he had a cigarette' in his mouth and running around there and every one of the
boys^in the rest period was smoking.
(Hima.) _
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And they had smokers built in the schoolroom. Anytime you put anything like that
and your stamp of approval in it, you know they're gonna do it. So I don't know
when to quit well either. But when they tell me they're dying of cancer if they
smoke'em and they're smoking "before'em, why it's not sure'not setting an example.
And the women went to ^work and they some of them made, a lot more money than the
men did. And they left the kids to the babysitter's and they—they lived on
tranquilizers. I've- got five dollars and I'll swan I can take an aspirin-and get
better results'than they can from all the tranquili2ers they've got. And they
live in a—in a time when ah well, nothing became sacred and holy. It was all
lost and—and men began just gradually shifting the responsibility of the family
to the wife and the wife has shifted it to the babysitter.
(Yeah.) '
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And the babysitter just let them go wild. Now, I believe, there's where our
trouble was started. You didn't--you wasn't alone. But today, it's ah I you the
word "love" is a word that nobody knows. I don't relieve they do know it. They
just scratched it out.
(Yet that encompasses a lot of things that a lot of people don't understand.)
.No sir, they don't." Someone asked me who* I (words not clear). She said well,
I think a friend is somebody that will stay with you through thick -and thin. I
Said even though you disagree with'em they'll stick to you from there. . But you
•don't find that—very many friends like that no more. — A loaf of fresh bread
or a —
(Right.)
Or a, here, I baked bread today and I thought you could use it. Now if you want

